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au verso 1984



Although we hadn't planned it this way, the present 
issue has more than its share of poetry - and prose 
on love and friendship. Now, we would be thoroughly 
offended if anyone were to think that Au Verso had 
sunk so low as to publish a Valentin'e Day issue; 
but then again, February is not such a bad time to 
be reading about love. (Despite what Eliot might 
say, February seems a whole lot crueler around here 
than April does. Kant is hard enough to read with
out the dead of winter draped around your shoulders. )

For Plato, poetry is one of the forms of erotic 
madness which helps to strengthen our hearts, giving 
them wings with which to fly to the stars. These 
works are offered in love, and we ask you to accept 
and read them in love - Platonic, erotic, and otherwise.



Offering

Job was wrong, nothing else.
Do not judge what you have failed to understand.
This command to meekness 
bites,
as Eve, into life, 
devouring its meat, its substance 
leaving only (as the image demands) 
the core.

And it falls 
core-end

over
core-end

away from the reaching minds
that seek answers in clasped hands
in written mirrors, in points of light.

I, too, was wrong
and you, I assume
but this, perhaps, can be undone;
such is the nature of all human acts.
So I reach, not with my mind, 
foul and useless tool, 
but with my hand, 
reeking of the fruit's wine, 
to recover friendship 
in yours.

Richard E. Miller 
"The Villager"
North Bennington, VT



September 20, 1983

Beth
This lazy, humid afternoon in Annapolis got me piddling away time look
ing through some old (not too old, mind you) stuff. I remembered how 
you and Josh were feeling last year about the lack of submissions to 
Au Verso. This thing I found was something I wrote last spring and 
would have submitted if it wouldn't have hurt so much. Well, now I've 
grown, as the course of time tends to make me do and the poem was 
ripened in my heart where before it had been bittersweet. So now I 
can let it out into the world to speak as it may. I'm only just learning 
to be patient with myself. I hope you guys learn to be the same with 
all the timid aching souls who do indeed write only to hide their stuff 
in drawers.

ON A FRIENDSHIP

I thought about you today 
I think about you just about everyday 
But today my thoughts carried us
into worlds terrifying, happy or sad, and wonderful.

There was the world in which 
we never touched each other 
and never meant to — 
meant never to, that is.
People all wore black cloaks
and when they disrobed, were
nothing but shadows sitting back to back,
rising to answer doors faintly, if ever, knocked upon
and moving only to sip wine
long turned to vinegar.
We rode the same commuter train; 
that was the worst of it.
It could have very well been our very world.



There was another place, familiar,
Daisies, flashlights, sneakers, pizzas
Fountain pens that normally run dry in the middle of words 
Postage stamps glued together by, no doubt, 
tricksey mosquitoes with nothing else 
to do in their summer humid boredom.
Time passes there as no surprise.
Joy and loneliness, tears and giggles 
became friends, faced each other 
over a cup of tea; camomille 
dreams wrapped them althogether 
and they drifted off to sleep.
You and I drifted too, had varied adventures, 
loves, insights, babies, phases of forgetfulness — 
and one day surprised each other 
in the passing of time and place.
And saw then what we'd seen with others, 
so naturally, in the world we are very well in.
The other world was lightly
fogged blue, specks of gold moonbeam
on us, silver dust, call it sand —
I see you remember just the same.
I'd felt my heart wood-nymphing about
lots of times before, in conversation with
a high school love over Swenson's ice cream,
about Yeat's swans and such, who we'd met while away —
but that was just exactly the fineness of the
middle world, our playground from creation.
No, now, here we were in wonderful, far away, 
dancing under the pines; anybody could have 
come along and seen us;
anybody would have recognized the laughs
and the tears and the two people skipping about.
But they'd have to count it a dream in the 
morning in our very well world, divinely uncreated, 
flickering rather in human spirit.



notes from last night's HEGEL, after 10:00pm

AN IMAGE: hands toward holding

Hands in my lap on my cat in my rocking chair 
Sculpted hands teenage cat river-bent ancient chair.

use them as you will, beth. take care of yourself, see you round the
bend,

barb

Wind: A Haiku

in the heart of the wind 
is the smell of pinon 
& the path of clouds, 
dust blows its life 
across the face of Sol 
& the stones are smoothed 
& rounded.
the sky is blue here, 
where do the sparrows go 
in the wind that strips 
the needles from the branches;
& they always return.
sometime the wind smooths cloud shadows
across the red ground
& the green pinon:
the light comes warmer-after.

Barbara Smalley

in the fullmoon light Is like daj
but it is still,
w/o movement:
serene but not
deathlike-
quiet between
the timpani
of waves pounding |
on turbulent sea. I

Philip Horne



on friendship
"Oh, just a friend of mine ..." "Sure, 

we're friends, but —" There is a disjunc
tive and chasm between the way we speak of friends 
and the definition Aristotle gives us. He says 
a friend is another self. We seem to use the 
word to include anybody we don't actively dis
like. I noticed this when trying to learn Ger
man, because they seem to preserve the older 
definition. Most people a German deals with 
regularly are "Bekannte", or acquaintances.
When (s)he uses "Freund", (s)he means something 
different not just in degree, but in kind. For 
example, "Freund" is used for lovers. It sounds 
as though the same thing prevails in the Romance 
languages — ami, amigo, amicus and all deriva
tives of the verb "to love".

Why is our sense of this word so less dis
tinct? Is it simply freak inadequacy of our tongue? 
A closer look at German usage gives a clue that 
it is not. The friend/acquaintance dichotomy is 
reflected in the distinction between the formal 
"Sie" and the informal "du". Although nowadays 
Germans are less rigorous in their use of these, 
misuse of them in linguistically purer days 
could be insulting in the extreme. There was a 
special ceremony before two Germans would go 
from Sie to du — drinking brotherhood. They inter
twined drinking arms, tossed off their drinks, kissed 
and were thereafter du to one another.

In a short novel by Adalbert Stifter, one of his 
characters speaks of "a travelling companion with 
whom I spent a year together in Italy, who has lived 
with me for a year in my home, of whom I hope that h( 
is becoming a friend." Good God! Two years of con
stant affectionate intercourse, and they're not



friends yet? Does this mean a German with such an 
attitude would be poor in Freunde? Or is it that 
the German keeps his friend rubric like a small 
velvet-lined casket where he keeps a few dus? In 
a way, (s)he is more aware of wealth in the friend 
category.

Can we trace this difference to our language, 
too, then? There was, after all, a thee-you distinc
tion in older English, too. This helps in understand
ing a possible reason for our languages definiency. 
"Thee" was an echo of social status. If you called 
somebody "thee" it meant you were close to them (kin) 
or that you were above them in rank. A noble could 
call a commoner "thee" but the commoner was to use 
"You" or something even more obsequious to the noble.

It makes sense that in individualist, 
every-man-for-himself, everybody-is-equal 
America, such built-in class distinctions 
would be out of place. As contradictions to 
our foundation principles, they have no busi
ness in our linguistic structure.

Unfortunately, when we toss out the form 
for its classist bias, we also toss out the 
possibility of doing our true friends the 
honor of a special mode of address. Since 
keeping discrimination ossified in our langua
ge is obviously for the birds, we need to 
figure out some way to keep from being unaware 
of the difference between regular associates 
and true friends.

At the risk of pontificating, here's how 
I view a friend: he or she for whom there is 
unquestioned regard and whose regard for 
oneself is equally unquestioned; he/she who can 
tell you the most critical things without the



possibility of offending; he/she whose 
thoughts sound as much like yours when you 
hear them as your own do; he/she for and from 
whom the utmost in support must be offered 
and demanded.

We don't have any choice in our linguistic 
ways, we need to accede to conventional definitions 
in order to understand and be understood. But 
the distinction seems an important one to be 
home in soul - friendship is complete love. If 
the definition is blurred in our minds; we run 
two risks. One, a minor one in consequence, is 
that we will squander affection where there is 
no deserving. The other is more serious - we 
might neglect to give the friend an opportunity 
to be helped or help us. Friendship is an 
inflexible obligation, demanding equally that we 
support and be supported, which is to say, 
love and be loved.

Jeff Lawrence
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The mountains and the mist 
Seem to almost chill my soul 
And I am so sad.
So sad
The leaves are turning color 
Means I leave next week 
In my wind 
I am almost gone.

W T Harnwell

Your Love

Your beads in my mouth 
I remember
With a delicate, burning agony 
I remember
The weight of your ever hips 
My hands laid out, gently to retain 
I remember 
Yielding and moving 
I remember
Painfully hard and present 
Your beads in my mouth

W T Harnwell



The Perilous Chapel

I

I know not poetry 
I write it no longer

Why? Why? Why?
(This was not my question.)
"How" was a plow and it furrowed my brow 
Leaving nothing unasked and all unanswered

ruthless truthseeking stepsneaker
dragonriding (cloudcolliding) windwhistling teeth

and flash
after sudden hurt 
very little to say

It was a slow death 
there is much to tell

II

I will write no more poetry 
I know it not

i sat and fought myself 
parrying past rignettes

(the crazed look that was my lover's eyes, 
the trembling, in the night stumbling 
hairsbreadth bridge above bottomless river) 

i sat and fought myself
and there is something that never changes 
and it has no word

for it never changes

I have traded in my dragon for a nag 
I have named her Rozinante/Caliban 
Because i couldn't settle on one name 

not even my own.



Ill
Poems are bitter herbs 
But prose is stale matzoh.

I am more suited to prose, i believe 
I will write no more poetry because 
I once refused to know it.

Danger! But of course there is danger. 
Close and soft and charged with static 
A fur upon your neck - a smooth caress 
That will make you master of death 
yet, in the end decide your fate.

All aroiand begins the frenzied clamor 
Of the ghosts who flee before the dawn 
And though no rays yet corrode the heavy metal sky 

i can sense -
The time for penance is almost done.

The presences of people in this life sing songs to me - 
At times a one gives me a hymn that i too wish to sing - 
For the most part i admire them, mostly i do not sing. 
For my life sings a song of crashing dissonance 

with overtones of eternal peace.
We are, all, at peace 
yet he who also seems at peace 

knows poetry
a simple chord resolves a terrible discordance 
But such chords are lost to me 
And i will not resolve this poem 

because i
no longer

write poetry



when I Die

Lay my body on the dry, high mountain
And pray for rain and little flowers
Sprouting between my ribs, kissing the sky
Let the lichens love me and the cold wind cool me
And the high exposed bier bear testimony
That my life was one with dust.

Dave Larom

Eastern Oklahoma 8/8/83

The sun rises a cold orange orb
Hanging crescent-clouded in the aged dreamy dawn 
Broad-leaved trees walk the misty green ground 
And I am suspended on this palpable distance 
The fog's humid cape about my shoulders.

Dave Larom



CONCERNING NONREGISTRATION

The writer of this article is himself a nonregistrant; that is, he 
deliberately chose not to register for induction into the Armed Forces 
of America within a month of his eighteenth birthday as is required by 
law. The decision was, and remains, a very difficult one. Therefore, 
this article does not seek to resort to the fatiguing and unhelpful 
slogans that currently litter our nation's Peace Movement, but seeks 
rather, to present a personal and honest picture of what it means to be 
a nonregistrant. This hopefully will be of greater benefit to those who 
are puzzled by, or disapprove of the nonregistrant position.

I addressed a letter to the Selective Service System a little over 
one year ago (which I never actually sent in) affirming my intention not 
to register for the draft. It stated, "After much deliberation I have 
decided not to obey these laws, because I believe that cooperation with 
them would constitute the beginning of a series of actions that would 
lead me to act against my conscience." By "act against my conscience,"
I meant taking, or helping to take, another person's life against his 
or her will. I still believe in this ethical code although my relation 
to it has greatly shifted in the past year. There was, and is, provision 
to file for Conscientious Objector (C.O.) status in the ten day interim 
between receiving your induction notice and reporting for service, if you 
have registered. Normally, this is the route I would have taken.
However, upon examination of the proposed Alternative Service Regulations 
concerning Conscientious Objectors, I discovered, among other things, 
a clause that placed the Director of Selective Service, a retired 
general, in charge of the Alternative Service Work Program. Thus, he 
would "determine which employment programs or activities contribute to 
the national health, safety, or interest", this being the criterion of 
Alternative Service for Conscientious Objectors. By such a criterion,
I could well end up working in a munitions factory, possessing almost



no legal ability to request another, less war-oriented job. "Thus,"
I wrote, "these regulations seem to me tailored to fit the needs of 
those 'Conscientious Objectors' who are content to disregard their 
conscience once they have been saved from the battlefield by their 
classification." Using this reasoning, my letter concluded, "As a 
Conscientious Objector in the true sense of the word, I find myself 
forced to break the law because there are no provisions made for 
true Conscientious Objectors." Last October, this was my public, 
legally based reason for my refusal to register. However, I also had 
other, more emotional reasons that I preferred not to reveal.

This particular stand was different in many ways from the stands 
that most nonregistrants are taking. These were perhaps best expressed 
by Delton Franz of the Mennonite Central Committee in his testimony 
before the House Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Courts and Civil 
Liberties:

"Registration, even without inductions, is a military 
demonstration of strength, resolve and preparedness 
to shed blood for the advancement of a foreign policy. 
It necessitated that society structure its life to 
incorporate and support military attempts to resolve 
international conflicts."

"A registrant is asked not only to give his name, but 
also to give...his personal endorsement to the threat 
of military intervention, and perhaps even to give his 
life in a military conflict."

"Registration has brought about the resurrection of 
the Selective Service System, along with its plans 
for a new Alternative Service structure. (Since the 
time for Vietnam, military service was voluntary and 
the Selective Service System did not exist as such.)



"Enforcement efforts have invaded the privacy of all 
eight million registrants by forcing them to give 
their Social Security numbers to all the various 
agencies that are interconnected by virtue of the 
Selective Service System's 'data match' program and 
the requirement that registrant names be shared with 
the Pentagon for recruitment purposes."

There are many other reasons that have been articulated for why regis
tration may be neither useful nor desirable. They include the fact 
that the military is currently swollen far past its normal capacity. 
Also, Bill Green (R-N.Y.) has argued that the (suppressed) Military 
Manpower Task Force report, which President Reagan used when he made 
his decision to retain peacetime registration, itself demonstrates 
that, "the time-saving attributed to this system, in mobilizing a 
non-volunteer army, is comparatively minuscule." IVhile such a debate 
may be interesting, I do not know enough either to initiate one, or 
to effectively defend one side.

In my case, the rug was pulled out from under my position by 
certain changes that were made in the proposed Alternative Service 
Regulations before it was made final on April 19, 1983. The new rules 
prohibit the assignment of any Conscientious Objector to "jobs such 
as the manufacture or transportation of military ammunition, aircraft 
equipment, vehicles or weapons," or to any illegal activity, or to a 
location outside the United States. To a determined mind, there are 
still several sections against which to object, but my own position 
as it has been previously stated was rendered, several months into my 
fugitive existence, virtually untenable.

My reasons since then have been primarily emotional, and in
tellectually, many paradoxes become apparent. I do not believe that 
"the system" is inherently evil. I believe that all Americans should 
at some time in their lives do something of tangible service for their



country; and I am no exception. I have sympathy for a country's 
use of military force in legitimate self-defence, if it is still 
inadequately developed in its ability to employ or figure out other, 
less destructive means. And I do not believe that military men are 
inwardly any less decent than others. On the contrary, the strenuous 
training, the hardship and the considerable danger that they are oc- 
cassionally called upon to confront make them worthy of genuine admir
ation.

And yet, the impulse to resist involvement with the military, even 
if that involvement is as seemingly insignificant as giving one's signa
ture and social security number, remains powerful for the nonregistrant.
It derives much of its force from an emotional perception of the military 
which often manifests either as a feeling of moral and religious depri
vation, as bitter radicalism, as intellectual disagreement, or as a vague 
sense that some hideous momentum is at work dragging humankind closer to 
its edge. Before I continue, please realize that these are only 
emotional impressions, or subjective connotations that seem to be aroused 
in the minds of many nonregistrants when the concept of "military" 
arises; and these connotations, as you know, may or may not be related 
to the central truth of the matter. Surely, some readers have experienced 
similar manifestations of emotion, and can therefore understand a little 
better my own plight and that of many other nonregistrants.

The nonregistrant, when considering his decision, often relies 
upon his perceptions of how the military is used today. He hears about
the nearly forty thousand U.S. troops currently stationed in various 
parts of the Caribbean, and wonders about our invasion of Grenada, 
whether we will soon invade Nicaragua as well. Images come to mind of 
the death squads in Honduras supported by the U.S. Military, of the 
bewildered and bomb-weary marines now fighting in Lebanon, of our



history in Vietnam. One hears from an ex-CIA official that his organ
ization is responsible for a million deaths conducted in secrecy 
through proxies. One anticipates in fear the deployments of the Cruise 
and Pershing II missiles beginning this December 25 in Europe. One 
wonders if, in this nuclear age, he as an individual soldier would be of 
ciny use at all in any other than small scale Third-World offensives. And 
so on. Most nonregistrants are quick, perhaps too quick, to condemn such 
military measures and the ideas that prompt them. But who's to say?
The complexities of today's world situation, especially with relation to 
the military, are so frightening and beyond our ability to grasp and comp
rehend, that we are like children crying in the dark.

The resulting emotional states can easily account for the motivation 
behind the nonregistrant's decision. To reframe the situation according 
to a nonregistrant's point of view (please be indulgent here), it is 
as if a representative of the Ku Klux Klan approached us, asking us to 
submit our name, address, and social security number, with the threat that 
if we don't comply, they will arrange for our imprisonment, as well as 
pull the necessary strings to insure that we do not receive any financial 
aid for our college educations. When asked why this information is de
sired, he replies quite bluntly that they want to know where to get us 
if they need more people to help in one of their "night raids". His 
assurance that if we are found to be too "weak-kneed" (called Conscientious 
for the raid they will give us something else to do, somehow, and under
standably, does not help us to feel any better.

Obviously, such an analogy is far too simplistic to be representative 
of the whole picture, yet, as a visualization of registration, of the 
military, and of our military's current activities in the outer world, it 
may be quite applicable to today's nonregistrants' emotional plight. In 
my case, a recurring dream depicting the tearing of a naked man to shreds



by a German Shepard dog represented my visualization of the military last 
year, and was probably the factor most responsible for my not sending 
my letter to the Selective Service System. For the rest of the handful of 
nonregistrants attending the College, the visualization is probably quite 
different, and so with the other 500,000 or so nonregistrants in the 
Country. Please realize that my guesses are very haphazard, and that 
my sole aim has been to acquaint the community with a point of view 
otherwise kept hidden, but that does exist in the minds of several 
students in the College who chose not to register for the draft.

Before closing, it may be interesting to know something of St.
John's reaction to the Solomon amendment, which denies all federal finan
cial aid to nonregistrants. Last January, I and some others wrote a 
letter to the St. John's College Alumni Association to be read at one of 
their meetings. The letter's main point, aside from other discrimination 
considerations, is expressed in the following sentences; "In its 
brochure, St. John's says, 'Most who consider St. John's examine them
selves carefully before applying so that when they do they are saying 
to themselves and to the College that they want to engage fully in the 
life of reason...* If St. John's closes its doors to those who have 
used their reason and courage to confront a fundamentally moral question, 
such as registration, would not St. John's be implying that the life of 
reason is impossible to follow?" Mark Habrel, Chairperson in the 
Association, researched the matter and kindly sent the following reply: 
"...confronting the issue of the College's legal and moral responsibility 
in this matter might have been cause enough for deliberations to procede



if for no other purpose than to establish the intention of alumni to 
take such matters seriously. However, we felt that this issue was not 
of sufficient strength to embroil the College in debate, especially 
since it did not directly address St. John's fundamental principles and 
thus would not be worth expending our limited financial and personal 
resources... It is clear that alumni will meet future challenges with 
and on behalf of the College, but only when those topics are essential 
to conpleting the task St. John's has set for itself."

Mark Moulton
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The soldiers

(on horses, foot and ship) 

pledge upon their bloodstained nation 

to be faithful to the most specious beauty; I however 

am promised to my beloved.

Diana Palmer



■Hie beauty of a thing is caught within the motion of it. The thing 
is always changing and so also must its beauty. An emerging sunflower 
holds beauty, as does its skeleton, left behind to endure the ice, once 
the petals have made their flight. A sunset is beautiful as it changes 
from red and orange colors to purple and black, making room for the 
excellent night sky. It's not hard to see that flowers and sunsets are 
beautiful, but what about dusty wine bottles or Dixie cups found on 
the street? Have they any beauty, even though function has fallen from 
them? Yes, say I; though perhaps it is latent and difficult to see. For 
no matter how deeply I stare into the eyes of that dingy Dixie cup its 
beauty escapes me. But here again I must ask for change. To ask this 
from my new-found tidbit is to offer it to ray imagination, to ask my 
imagination how I can see the object differently and how to mildly mu
tate its present form into one more palatable to my sense of beauty.

If my grandmother had had a former life, it was that of a packrat.
She has mounds of collectibles placed neatly and orderly about her house. 
As the years went by and her children left their old bedrooms, they be
came vessels for harboring her 'necessities' (as she calls them). My 
sister and I spent many a Christmas and summer there and, being lured 
by the mysterious treasures of these rooms, we would make expeditions 
into the wild world of Grandma's Junk. One of these adventures yielded 
a set of costume jewelery - pieces of green and blue glass arranged in 
a 'starburst' motif, consisting of matching earrings, pendant, and brooch. 
Ihey were as hideous as a beehive hairdo. But the dark green color of the 
faceted glass was strong and beautiful, so I slipped it into my pocket 
and pursued my adventure.

Later, looking more closely at the pendant, I decided to take one of 
those green shards and make it into a rare jewel. With pliers, tweezers, 
and stubbornness, I managed to extract the would-be jewel from the re
luctant metal. Then, the sharp facets needed to be softened, and so the 
glass was subjected to the fire of my Grandma's gas stove. Using her bar
becue tongs to hold it still, I carefully tempered it to the texture 
required of a precious jewel. With speaker wire foiand, the day before, 
behind a gas station, I made a frame to hold it, so that I could wear it 
around my neck.

This glass jewel was a gift to me, a gift from the power of creation, 
which holds the perpetual motion of beauty most precious in its heart.
One can look at a flower or a sunset until blind; but when you peer into 
forgotten comers and find only shy jewels - listen for a moment to the 
call of creation.

(P.S. - The same also holds for words, nuclear power plants, and lumps 
of metal.)

—Diana Palmer



John Verdi
Paris tells Helen how he left Troy and came to Sparta to see her

By Phrygian axe Trojan pines, are felled, and any other tree 
useful on ocean's waves. I strip Gargara's steeps of mighty firs, and 
receive countless beams from vast Ida. Planks of hull-strengthening 
force are bent for the swift ships: with these ribs we build the 
curved boats. Sail-yards we add, and sails joined to the mast, and 
paint gods onto the accepting beaks. On the one I sail stands pictured— 
along with a tiny Cupid--the goddess who guarantees your marriage to 
me.

After the last touch has been given to the finished fleet, at 
once I long to sail upon the Aegean main. But my father and mother, 
pleading, restrain my desire, and with loving voice delay my proposed 
journey. And seeing that our ships now possess the will to sail, 
sister Cassandra, with unkempt hair, as then she was, cries out,
"Whither do you fly? You shall return with holocaust! You know not 
how much fire may be fetched across these waters." She was a true seer; 
the fires she spoke I have found, and wild love rages in my yielding 
breast!

At last I leave the harbor, and on fortune-bearing winds am 
carried to your shores, O Spartan bride. Your husband welcomes me, as 
gracious hosts must: this, too, wrought not without divine counsel and 
the gods' nod. He did, of course, show me whatever in all Lacedaemon 
is remarkable and worthy of showing. But I was full of desire to 
gaze upon your fabled beauty. Nothing else could serve to charm my 
eyes. When I did see you, I was astonished, stunned, and felt my in
most heart swell with new pains. The day Venus came before me to be 
judged she had, so far as I recall, a countenance like yours. Had you 
appeared at that trail of beauty, her victory would have then been 
plunged into doubt!

Ovid, Heroides, XVI, 107-140

Troia caeduntur Phrygia pineta securi
quaeque erat aequoreis utilis arbor aquis; 

ardua proceris spoliantur Gargara silvis, 
innumerasque mihi longa dat Ida trabes. 110



fundatura citas flectuntur robora naves, 
texitur et costis panda carina suis. 

addimus antennas et vela sequentia malo;
accipit et pictos puppis adunca deos; 

qua tamen ipse vehor, comitata Cupidine parvo 115 
sponsor coniugii stat dea picta tui.

inposita est factae postquam manus ultima classi, 
protinus Aegaeis ire lubebat aquis- 

at pater et genetrix inhibent mea vota rogando
propositumque pia voce morantur iter; 120

et soror, effusis ut erat, Cassandra, capillis, 
cum vellent nostrae iam dare vela rates,

"quo ruis?" exclamat, "regeres incendia tecum!
quanta per has nescis flamma petatur aquas!" 

vera fuit vates; dictos invenimus ignes, 125
et ferus in molli pectore flagrat amor!

Portubus egredior, ventisque ferentibus usus 
applicor in terras, Oebali nympha, tuas. 

excipit hospitio vir me tuus—hoc quoque factum
non sine consilio numinibusque deum; 130

ille quidem ostendit, quidquid Lacedaemone tota 
ostendi digniam conspicuumque fuit; 

sed mihi laudatam cupienti cernere formam 
lumina nil aliud quo caperentur erat. 

ut vidi, obstipui praecordiaque intima sensi 135
attonitus curis intumuisse novis. 

his similes vultus, quantum reminiscor, habebat 
venit in arbitruim cum Cytherea meum. 

si tu venisses pariter certamen in illud, 
in dubium Veneris palma futura fuit! 140



the sun came this morning
red stretch marks
bearing forth life
but lost too soon
to the dullard grey day
with pressing down the campos-
the cane fields across Veracruz.

Philip Horne
■

Just Suppose

Suppose your heart to flutter 
At the appearance of my presence; 
Suppose my eyes to see you 
And
Suppose my being to unravel 
(All too soon)
Right there and before you.

8, August 1983-- PO'F



On The Equilibrium of Fluids

Still Crow had visions that night. The boys had returned from 
the fair at dusk, dusty and amazed around fires in the dry red 
plain; they told stories of what they had seen beneath carnival 
tents, the powers and pictures displayed. There was a turn and 
recognition within him when they told of the white man as small 
as a woman, who pushed five Hopis into a ditch with a glass ma
chine. Still Crow left the canpfires when the stories wpre fin
ished, and went out to sleep in the mountains; it was then that 
he had his visions. He spiralled through pools, around blue-limbed 
spirits and crystals; through everything fell the pouring wet 
force of water. A crow brought songs for him to learn and then 
his sleep broke into day.

Still Crow collected presents from his hut that morning and 
walked to the hot dry highway. A friend of his was passing by in 
an old red truck and gave him a ride to town, and he walked from 
the village square to the carnival. He took note of everything, 
but never stopped until he foiand the small crowd in front of the 
white man and the glass machine.

The white man introduced himself to the audience as James 
Phineas Barnstorm, and he invited the strongest men among them 
to come try their strength. There was a glass tank of water bolted 
to a cement base, with a handle fitted to a piston on either side 
of it. For a quarter dollar each, five men could push together 
against him, and win a dollar apiece if they pushed him back. Still 
Crow watched as men came up again and again, dropping coins into 
the silver box, pushing and straining on their handle as the white 
man carefully pushed them all back into the ditch behind. The 
white man rarely lost, and one was almost sure he did so on pur
pose, to keep the interest of his strong men.

Still Crow waited all day, watching the small well-dressed man 
and how he used his machine. He stayed until late at night, when 
the spectators had finally gone home to sleep a few hours before 
the chores of morning. When Mr. Barnstorm began to dismantle his 
bobth for the night. Still Crow brought the presents to him and 
asked to be tau^t the secrets of his power.

"There are no secrets to this, my friend! It works on scientific 
principles," he said, and turning his back, he folded up the front 
table. Still Crow watched silently as everything was put into the 
man's trailer, and finally said, "I want to know how you pushed 
five man back. It's important. Willyou show me this?"

J.P. Barnstorm folded up the last chair, stood still for a mo
ment, and then invited Still Crow into his trailer.



The single room was dark and cluttered, smelling of rained-on 
maillorder catalogs. The small man lit a kerosene lanp, cleared 
the books off two chairs, and went to the Coleman stove.

"Like some stew?"
"No, thank you."
He spoke to himself absently as he ladled stew into a chipped 

World's Fair bowl and sat down next to Still Crow at the table.
"Well," he said with his mouth full, "I got the idea first from 

this book here: it's by a fellow name of Pascal, a French scientist 
He put down his fork and retrieved a yellowing pamphlet from under 
the table. "Can you read, then?"

"Yes," Still Crow said, and took the book. He read where Barn
storm pointed:

If a veffel full of water, clofed on all fides, has 
two openings, one a hundred times larger than the 
other, with a pifton carefully fitted to each, a a 
man preffing the fmall pifton will match the ftrength 
of a hundred men preffing the pifton in the hundred
fold greater opening, and will overmafter ninety 
nine.

Something in this brought back the feelings to Still Crow as 
he read it carefully, a shining half-taste of his visions from the 
night before, the strength and opening...

"So it wasn't hard," Barnstorm explained as he forked and chewed 
"it was just that the piston your boys leaned on was twenty times 
as big as the one I was pushing. The difference in size multiplied 
my strength by twenty. Does that make sense?"

"How did you push them back with a difference in size?"
"Well, my friend, this gets a little complicated now. You can 

think of it like this, if you like: when I push on the water, that 
same push is felt all through the water and on the walls of the 
container." Barnstorm had pushed away his plate, and was sketching 
on the title page of the pamphlet. "If it's a little part its a 
little push: but a big part like this feels a big push.

He wasn't satisfied by this. However Barnstorm explained it. 
Still Crow had a question, and Barnstorm could only try to answer 
with more analogies and scribbled drawings on the panphlet. Still 
Crow left that night and came back the next with more presents and 
new questions. Did this have to be water? Why wouldn't wood or
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iron work as well? Why is the same push felt the same everywhere 
in a container? Barnstorm surrendered that night, saying: "That's 
just the way pressure acts in water. That's just the nature of 
things, and there's no more explanation a man can give."

Still Crow thanked him then and left, musing, preparing. There 
were men on either side and muscle, glass and water straining, one 
piston slowly creeping out. There were no equations inside the ma
chine, nor books nor drawings. In this act, this spiral spread of 
force, he saw only the singular power of the act itself.

Still Crow had never felt hesitation in doing the things which 
he knew had to be done. The night before the fair was to leave 
town, he slipped into Barnstorm's trailer (Barnstorm himself 
being out chatting with the Fat Lady over a glass of lemonade) 
and dismantled the machine. He drank up all the water he could 
swallow from inside it and ran to the highway to hitchhike his 
way back to the camp.

J Senyak
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In Which I Tell You Something About Dahlias
I have things to say about dahlias. I thought the things while wandering 
in the episodic backyard of one of my childhoods. A mosquito pricked my 
forehead while I bent over a delphinium stalk that had nicely weathered the 

! frost that fell from heaven in the night. I was telling the you with whom I 
converse when you arc otherwise absent that for years I have chanted to my
self one of Mr. Milne's offerings to tots. To lads, that is, and to lads alone, 
to be precise. It is a tale with a refrain and the refrain alternately in
cludes the phrases "geraniioms red and delphiniums blue" and "delphiniums 
blue and geraniums red". I said to you I had before only seen delphiniums 
in The Vtorld Book, Volume F. When I was thirteen I was an encyclopedic 
poet and wrote an epic on the flower section, drawing inspiration not so 
much from the color plates in Volume F as from the wonderful possibilities 
the names offered the diletante. I referred to the plates only to verify my 
inklings when for reasons of meter or rhyme I wanted to mention attributes.
I am glad I abandoned the dog-variety epic. The only thing that interested 
me about Mr. Milne's verse was Mr. Sheperd's ability with which the verses 
abound.
I like dahlias because they grow higher than my head on stalks wider than 
my fingers; wider, too, than garden hose, sturdy, sturdy, sturdy. Dahlias 
are unabashed. Dahlias are surprised geometry. Dahlias are geometry sur
prised by a mirror. There are dahlias that have to do with colors of reds 
and purples, and these are deep and rich colors that are rewards, and the 
petals of these dahlias are white-tipped. I enjoy saying their name because 
it is one of the few occasions on which I can indulge in a pure "ah" sound 
and not be suspected of affection. It will now be no surprise to you to hear 
how I've enjoyed the initial minutes of a physical exam; say ahhh. People 

* from Ohio ought not be allowed to pronounce dahlia, at least not in public.

j Dahlias are combed flames frozen. I say I don't like white or yellow ones,
but really I do. I am glad their scent is not bold. Dahlias are noble flowers
neither tawdy nor prone to exhibition despite their power to strike and
arrest. They are plain and only necessary. They are not frivolous. I hate
frivolous flowers. I despise mums. The name is horrible; mums.

J



Dahlias are not violent but they are tense, they are the possibility of 
violence. If one sits in their midst and but meets their gaze (it's concerted) 
one is apt to be disarmed and led astray. One will mistake ice for feathers, 
menace for light. But dahlias themselves do not deceive, are not false. They 
are definitive, and will not faint.

Apart from the plant, the flower tends to lose its meaning; singly, dahlias 
are like rude jokes or silliness. I like dahlias because my history is one 
of pinwheels. My grandfather grows them. Dahlias, I mean. He also catches 
fishes. Lake Michigan is down the block.

Liz Waldner

In Wonder of the Sky 

Under this sky
these stars and my eyes will never 
take you in.

Entirely, as the earth below its 
blanket night I below you might 
struggle to see 
watching some part of you 
cross while unknown to me another 
glides just beyond my view.

B. Povinelll



BALTIMORE

Moths flutter in a late light, flickering 
over a mahogany desk-top with the whisper of 
an unheard wind. Blue smokes like torn and 
tattered threads twist their way into a weary 
night of spreading thoughts and dreams, all 
growing thick and thin. Moths flutter, and a 
street lamp stoops to spread across tobacco 
shreds of autumn and ashes of dry flowers all 
shivering in ebony gardens. Moths flutter in 
an urban street past palaces of sorcerers all 
clustered tight together, humming their bright 
wizardry through slanted panes of glass. Edgar 
Allen Poe trickles down the gutter. Black trees 
stand malevolent spreading icy arms of shards 
of spiderwebs, all waiting like the walkers of 
a ghost parade. Alone, alert, alive; drunk and 
dying in the darkness, he is looking for life 
down the alleys of a desktop and they darken 
and they narrow. He does not find the wind to 
blow the sick smoke devils off, nor the rain 
to sparkle through the ashes, to polish all the 
windows, to transform the troubled trees, and 
to wash him swiftly away.

-M. Slakey



If we shed tears for losing of a friend.
Are we bound ever after to the earth 
And earthly pleasures, no more to ascend 
The lofty skies to spiritual birth?

Is there no mystery for us, whereby 
The tears we render up to those we love 
Stir germinating seeds from mortal sighs 
To aery blossoms, where our hopes may move?

From all that recollected pain we see 
In others' somber mortal gaze, we're sent 
Down deep enough in our mortality 
To find the fragile foothold of ascent:

We rise as smoke, the blackened ashes 
Of what we leave behind in offerings 
To human friends. These slow wintry searches 
Alone can fuel our march toward day's own spring.

We must not think that lonely in our pride 
We'll take and scale the fortress walls of mist 
Above us. Bright poetry but shows the tide 
Of our decay, our science bends and lists.

We must raze our hearts in others' wounds. 
Mingling our frozen tears with earthly snows 
In patience. When grey earth cracks and mounds 
Begins the red uprising of the fragrant flower.

Nancy Buchenauer



On a place by the sea 
i went a wandering 
and found a place to be 
quite as expansive as the sea 
made of people i had known 
i stumbled on a driftwood

(in my heart i made a home 
around i walked the sea)

between the wood and me 
there came to be a bridge betwixt 
my hands and its fingering way 
- it came home with me.

On each other we worked
hard and soft, flesh and board came to make 
each other more soft and hard respectively. 
We found the other what we need 
as water found for this once young seed 
its green.

On a place by the sea
I left my wood and it left me
we thought ourselves so free
with no need more to work -
alone within our sophistry -
i left it by the shore as young children
leave their home.
I heard only then that great sea roar.

B. Povinelli
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